
PHYS 48R FALL 2014 HWA 4. Due Friday Nov 14’th.

1. The Relativistic Rocket

With respect to an inertial frame S, at t−∆t a system moves with vR(t−
∆t) and carries a momentum pR(t−∆t) and energy ER(t−∆t). After a
duration ∆t the system consists of two parts: One part that has ER(t),
pR(t) that moves with vR(t) and another part -the ejected material- that
has 4-momentum components δp and δE. The subscript R refers to the
rocket. Since the system is closed we surely have the relations

ER(t−∆t) = δE + ER(t)

pR(t−∆t) = δp+ pE(t)

Transform δp and δE to the rocket frame at t and show that one has

δE′ = ΓR(δE − vRδp)
c2δp′ = ΓR(c2δp− vRδE)

Now as usual one can define c2δp′/δE′ ≡ −uo, where uo is the speed of
ejected material in the rocket’s frame. It may or may not be a constant
during the motion.

Show that one gets in the inertial frame S,

dpR
dt

=

(
vR − uo
c2 − vRuo

)
dER
dt

Using vR = c2pR/ER and hence dvR = c2dpR/ER − vRdER/ER, along
with ER = c2mRΓR one gets

dvR
1− vR2/c2

= −uo
dmR

mR

So we have an equation that related the kinematics in the inertial frame
S to the quantities one can define in the rockets frame.

If uo is a constant throughout the motion. Show that one can obtain the
solution

vf = c
σ − 1

σ + 1

where

σ =

(
1 + vi/c

1− vi/c

)(
mi

mf

)2uo/c

and we have dropped the subscript R to have clear formulas.
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Transformation of the acceleration

Here we shall re-derive the transformation of acceleration in a direct way.
In the previous hw set we have used the fact that in one dimensions the
forces associated with a four-force that obey MµPµ = 0 are the same for
all inertial observers. This derivation that relies on dynamical arguments
are not very suitable for a kinematical quantity such as the acceleration
and in the rocket system the forces acting on the rocket can not satsfy
MµPRµ = 0 since the mass of the rocket subsystem is changing.

Again confining the study to 1+1 dimensions, let us consider two events
in a frame S that are associated with the motion of a particle let us also
assume that these events are close to each other. Then in another inertial
frame that has a relative velocity v with respect to the first one we have

∆x′ = γ(∆x− v∆t)

∆t′ = γ(∆t− v∆x)

Thus defining ∆x/∆ = u and ∆x′/∆t′ = u′ we shall get

u′ =
u− v
1− uv

Now take the differential and find that

∆u′ =
1− v2

(1− uv)2
∆u

Now divide by ∆t′ both sides of the equation above and define ∆u/∆t = a
and ∆u′/∆t′ = a′. To arrive at

a′ =
(1− v2)3/2

(1− uv)3
a

Now show that

(1− u′2) =
(1− u2)(1− v2)

(1− uv)2

and thus that

a′Γ3(u′) = aΓ3(u)

Now let us go back to the rocket problem. Use the results you have
previously found that the acceleration in the rocket’s frame can be written
as
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ao = −uo
m

dm

dτ

where dτ = dt
√

1− v2 with v the speed of the rocket in the frame S,
surely τ is the proper time in the rocket’s frame. That is the clock carried
with the engine.

Now if the rocket is supposed to have constant proper acceleration, ao is
to be a constant if we also assume uo to be a constant for such an engine
we need

dm

dτ
= −ao

uo
m

Using the solution you have found for the velocity of the rocket in the
frame S and assuming at t = 0 τ = 0 to arrive at

t =
c

ao
sinh(aoτ/c+ κ)− c

ao
sinh(κ)

where

e2κ =
1 + vi/c

1− vi/c

Now we shall put these to good use. Assume that the engine exhaust speed
uo is c and that the proper acceleration felt in the rocket ao is g = 10 m/s2

so that the inhabitant astro-cosmo nauts feel at home.

Show that assuming v(0) = 0 in the S frame this kind of rocket will have

v(t) =
gt√

1 + g2t2/c2

and assuming x(0) = 0 in the S frame one has

x(t) =
c2

g

[√
1 + g2t2/c2 − 1

]
Now consider one is to flyby (without stopping) to a star 1 light years
away starting from the home base at earth at zero velocity find the time
in S required in years. Also find the proper time in the rocket’s frame in
years. Find the speed of the rocket as the fly by occurs and thus infer the
mass to the initial mass when leaving earth. Now assume that a payload
mass mp is in the rocket -astronauts and equipment that are not fuel- thus
the mass of the rocket is mp + mfuel and hence all fuel is spent in some
finite proper time. How much fuel is burnt in relation to mp assuming all
fuel is burnt during that trip above.

Generalize the problem above such that one has zero velocity when reach-
ing the star so half way the acceleration should turn to deceleration and
answer the same questions.
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Now let us assume that the rocket does not have a constant proper accel-
eration and thus not necessarily very habitable unless other precautions
are taken such as sleeping in heavy liquid tanks. But the desing specs are
such that one has

dm

dτ
= −α

since there is no reference to the total mass here this can of course be
written as dmfuel/dτ = −α.

Now consider one is to flyby (without stopping) to a star 1 light years
away starting from the home base at earth at zero velocity find the time
in S required in years. Also find the proper time in the rocket’s frame in
years. Find the speed of the rocket as the fly by occurs and thus infer the
mass to the initial mass when leaving earth. Now assume that a payload
mass mp is in the rocket -astronauts and equipment that are not fuel- thus
the mass of the rocket is mp + mfuel and hence all fuel is spent in some
finite proper time. How much fuel is burnt in relation to mp assuming all
fuel is burnt during that trip above.

Generalize the problem above such that one has zero velocity when reach-
ing the star so half way the acceleration should turn to deceleration and
answer the same questions.
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